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Acoustic Microscopy in Surface/ Subsurface ImagingAcoustic Microscopy in Surface/ Subsurface Imaging

reflection- mode Scanning 
Acoustic Microscope (SAM)

•  Which is the physical probe?
Elastic (acoustic) beam

•  Which is the physical mechanism 
of image formation?
Recovery of complex elastic waves 
reflected by a small region of the 
specimen, scanning over the 
surface of the specimen

•  Which is the source of image 
contrast?
Surface micro- mechanical hetero-
structures or local changes of 
mechanical properties

•  Which is the physical mechanism 
at the basis of information content 
of reflected waves by the surface?
Complex interference patterns 
between different components of 
the reflected elastic beam, due to 
surface wave excitation into the 
specimen

details

Back to menu



    

Acoustic Microscopy in Surface/ Subsurface ImagingAcoust ic Microscopy in Surface/ Subsurface Imaging

M. Prasad, 
Mapping 
impedance 
microstructure
s in rocks with 
acoustic 
microscopy, 
The Leading 
Edge 20, 172-
179 (2001).

“quantify”
micro-
structures as 
variations in
acoustic 
impedances!

Back to menu



    

Acoustic Microscopy in NonDestruct ive Evaluat ion and Acoustic Microscopy in NonDestruct ive Evaluation and 
Characterizat ion of MaterialsCharacterizat ion of Materials

V(z) Analysis: fixed position for 
the lens- object in the scanning 
X- Y plane, moving the object 
out of the focal point, along the 
Z axis. The recovered signal 
V(z) contains information about 
the specimen.

Z is called “defocus distance”

focus point

How can SAM measurements characterize materials surface ? 

● The Acoustic Microscope beam 
can excites Surface Acoustic 
Waves (SAWs) into the surface of 
the specimen. 

•  The SAWs generates leaky 
(evanescent) surface waves which 
constitute part of the reflected 
beam and depend upon materials 
surface properties
● Interference effects between 
these waves and specularly 
reflected waves carry 
information about specimen 
material properties!

Back to menu



    

Atomic Force Acoust ic Microscopy (AFAM): a new kind Atomic Force Acoust ic Microscopy (AFAM): a new kind 
of Acoust ic Microscopyof Acoust ic Microscopy

SAM imaging and surface materials characterization is limited by 
resolution:

R ≈ 0.5 ∗ λ
liquid

How to improve resolution in acoustic imaging and micro- mechanical 
characterization?

● scanning laser acoustic microscopy: various optical schemes for detection of 
displacements due to surface, longitudinal and shear elastic waves; Abbe's 
principle implies a resolution not better than !

● STM techniques for detection of SAWs

● Elasticity mapping by AFM in non- contact mode (non- contact scanning force 
microscopy), at frequencies well below the resonance frequencies of the 
cantilever (limitations in frequency range - - >  limitations in mechanical 
features characterization!)

ultrasound waves detection by AFM in contact/ constant force 
mode



    

Atomic Force Acoustic Microscopy (AFAM)Atomic Force Acoustic Microscopy (AFAM)

ultrasonic transducer (λ ≃ 20 
Mhz)

generation of ultrasonic 
longitudinal waves that make 
the sample vibrate  vertically 
at such frequencies after 
reflection

AFM topography signals

surface imaging by tracking 
amplitude of oscillations of the 

sample- tip- cantilever mechanical 
systems

The feedback loop maintains 
a constant low interaction 
force during the scan. High-
frequency ultrasonic 
vibrations can be transmitted 
into the soft cantilever 
through the tip- sample 
intercation forces

In some cases, resonant 
modes of vibration of the 
system sample- tip- cantilever 
are excited, in order to study 
how the resonance 
frequencies and respective 
amplitudes change point- by-
point, due to local micro-
mechanical surface properties

AFAM basic scheme



    

Atomic Force Acoust ic Microscopy (AFAM)Atomic Force Acoustic Microscopy (AFAM)

•  At ultrasound frequencies, the scanned surface area is 
smaller than the  ( ≃ 0.15-0.3 mm at 20 Mhz) so all parts 
of the surface region can be thought to move uniformly 
with the same phase and amplitude.

•  Changes in the detected amplitude (with the scanning 
point) are caused by a change of the coupling between the 
surface and the tip of the AFM

•  The local differences in the coupling can be due to 
micro-geometry of the surface, local changes in the elastic 
or chemical surface properties or even layers of adsorbate 
not well bound to the surface.

high sensitivity to 
microstructures - - >  high 
resolution imaging

non- destructive 
characterization of surface 
and subsurface micro-
mechanical properties

Micro- analysis of the AFAM:

Back to menu
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Nanoscale imaging of elastic and 
piezoelectric  properties of nanocrystalline 

lead calcium titanate

AFAM → can be applied in order to visualize 
ferroelectric domain patterns, even when the 
domains are not visible in the topography image.

AFM +  AFAM →it  is relat ively easy to dist inguish 
between the amorphous and the crystalline phase 
in thin- f ilm PTC samples. 

       Kopycinska M., Ziebert C., Schmitt H., Rabe U., Hirsekorn S., Arnold W., 
Nanoscale imaging of elastic and piezoelectric properties of 
nanocrystalline lead calcium titanate. Surface Science 532–535 (2003) 
450–455  



Nanoscale imaging of elastic and piezoelectric  
properties of nanocrystalline lead calcium titanate

Tapping- mode images of an amorphous thin- film PTC sample 
(a) and samples annealed at 673 (b), 773 (c), 823 (d), 873 (e), 
and
923 K (f), respectively. Image size 2x2 µm.



Nanoscale imaging of elastic and piezoelectric  
properties of nanocrystalline lead calcium titanate

AFAM and ultrasonic piezo- mode images of thin- film PTC samples 
annealed at 823 K (a and d), at 873 K (b and e) and at 923 K (c and f), 
respectively. In the upper row the AFAM images are displayed. The lower 
row presents the corresponding ultrasonic piezomode images. Image 
size 2 X2 µm



Nanoscale imaging of elastic and piezoelectric  
properties of nanocrystalline lead calcium titanate

AFAM and ultrasonic piezo- mode images of an amorphous thin- film PTC 
sample (a and d), and samples annealed at 673 K (b and e) and 773 K (c 
and f), respectively. In the upper row the AFAM images are displayed. The 
lower row presents the corresponding ultrasonic piezo- mode images. 
Image size 2x 2 µm



Clay  
m inerals

Contact mode AFM of image of dickite powder showing mineral texture 
(left image). Topography variations, color coded are below 500 nm. The 
right- side image is an acoustic image with AFAM: It is made with contact 
mode AFM after insonifying the sample at a resonance frequency of the 
sample- tip system. Although, topographic effects are small, the AFAM 
image has some noise and disturbances marked by arrows probably due 
to sample movements on the glass slide



Sensitivity- enhanced atomic force acoustic 
microscopy with concentrated- mass

cantilevers

AFAM images of the glass slide surface in the case of the normal 
cantilever with a W2C- coated tip



Sensitivity- enhanced atomic force acoustic 
microscopy with concentrated- mass

cantilevers

AFAM images of the glass slide surface in the case of the CM cantilever 
with a W2C- coated tip



Sensitivity- enhanced atomic force acoustic 
microscopy with concentrated- mass

cantilevers

AFAM images of a Ti sheet (as received) in the case of the CM 
cantilever with a Ti/ Pt- coated flat tip



Sensitivity- enhanced atomic force acoustic 
microscopy with concentrated- mass

cantilevers



Topographic image of a- C:H 
(Vb= 40 V) acquired during −
an AFAM scan

Acoustic image of a- C:H 
(Vb= 40 V) acquired during an −
AFAM scan

The elastic properties of the surface are represented through the 
amplitude variation. The darker regions in the image correspond to lower 
contact stiffness and as a consequence to lower Ef values

Study the near- surface  nanomechanical 
propert ies and the surface morphology of 
hydrogenated amorphous carbon thin f ilm



Local elasticity imaging of ferroelectric 
domains by low- frequency atomic force 

acoustic  microscopy

The acoustic image (a), amplitude image (b) and phase image 
(c) of (001)- oriented PMN–33% PT single by atomic force 
microscopy at
the frequency of 2.9 kHz.

PMN–33% PT : Pb(Mg1/ 3Nb2/ 3)O3–PbTiO3

• Acoustic imaging mechanism of domain 
structures

Ferroelectric 
domain 



Local elasticity imaging of ferroelectric domains 
by low- frequency atomic force acoustic  

microscopy

     The piezoresponse image (a), amplitude image (b) and phase 
image (c) of domain structures in (001)- oriented PMN–33% PT 
single

     PMN–33% PT : Pb(Mg1/ 3Nb2/ 3)O3–PbTiO3

• Local contact st if fness of domain structures

Piezoresponse of the ferroelectric 
domain



      The piezoresponse 
image of domain 
structures in another 
scanning area of (001)-
oriented PMN–33% PT 
single

     

Local elast icity imaging of ferroelectric domains by 
low- frequency atomic force acoustic  microscopy

• Local contact st if fness of domain structures



Atomic Force Acoustic Microscopy as a tool 
for polymer elastisity analysis

Contact mode topography (a) and AFAM (b) image of polyethylene 
sample cross- section with stripes of different density

Back to menu



Ultrasonic Force Microscopy (UFM)

The Ultrasonic Force Microscopy (UFM) technique consists in vibrating the 
sample at frequencies much higher than the resonant frequency of the 
cantilever and measuring the deflection and/ or torsional vibration of the 
cantilever that is much softer than the t ip- sample contact rigidity. 
It  gives nanometer resolution elastic or subsurface images, and moreover, 
discriminates features of different elastic propert ies, by controlling the 
direction of vibration forces.

Fig.1: This f igure is a 5 micron scan of a laser- modif ied surface on Al2O3- TiC. An 
AFM surface topography image is on the left  with a UFM amplitude image on the 
right. Material changes from micro and nano- cracks, loosened grains, surface ripples, 
twinned grains and nano droplet features are seen with greater detail in the UFM 
image.
 http:/ / www.cmd.udayton.edu/ Research12.htm

http://www.cmd.udayton.edu/Research12.htm


The model

Fig.2: Model of the t ip- sample system

z
c
: cant ilever displacement due to repulsive 

force
z

a
: cant ilever def lect ion due to the 

vibrat ion
s: spring constant  of the t ip- sample 

contact rigidity
k: cant ilever spring constant
a: sample vibrat ion amplitude

The system tip- sample is represented 
by two masses connected with two 
springs with elastic constant s (sample) 
and k  (t ip). The coupling of the two 
systems depends on the amplitude and 
the frequency of the vibration of the 
sample.
If the sample vibrates at a frequency F 
lower than the cantilever resonant 
frequency F

0
, the cantilever also 

vibrates following the sample vibration. 
If s is approximated by a linear spring, 
the peak- to- peak cantilever vibration 
amplitude is given by:  

               

and V does not signif icantly depend 
upon the spring constant rat io k/ s, if it  
is varied from 10- 1 to 10- 4 (see Fig.3)

V=2zc

a/ zc

1k / s



When the sample vibrates at ultrasonic frequencies, much higher than the cantilever 
resonant frequency (F> > F

0
), the cantilever cannot follow the sample vibration. When 

the vibration amplitude exceeds the init ial sample compression, the t ip is detached 
from the sample for a certain period within one vibration cycle. 

Fm=
s

4 a  k
s

zca−za
2

Fm=k  zcza 

Fig.3: Calculated cant ilever vibrat ion 
amplitude in the low- frequency vert ical 
force modulat ion mode (F< < F

0
) and the 

cant ilever deflect ion in the vert ical UFM 
mode (F> > F

0
).

During the contact, a repulsive force is 
acted and the tip is indented into the 
sample even when the sample is much 
more rigid than the cantilever [Fig.4(b)]. 
If the t ime dependence of sample 
vibration is approximated by a 
triangular function, the averaged 
repulsive force for one cycle is:

    

and, being the cantilever restoring force:

it is possible to obtain z
a
(a):

za= zc [ k
s


a
z

c

2 ka
s z

c

−2  ka
s z

c
 k
s
1 a

z
c

1]



The experiment
It is measured z

a
 by modulating the 

vibration amplitude and measuring the 
cantilever deflection vibration at the 
modulation frequency. If there is no 
feedback the peak- to- peak cantilever 
vibration  amplitude is V= z

a
 .. Thus it is 

possible to obtain images representing 
the elastic property [Fig. 3(b)].
Sometimes, the sample posit ion is 
feedback controlled to suppress the 
cantilever deflection fluctuation in 
frequencies much lower than the 
modulation frequency. This procedure 
enables to obtain a simultaneous 
approximate topography image and to 
avoid t ip crashing to the sample during 
the scanning. 

Fig. 3: Imaging schemes of the force 
modulat ion modes in AFM and ultrasonic 
force microscopy. 
(a) vert ical force modulat ion mode, 
(b) vert ical UFM mode, 
(c) lateral force modulat ion mode,
(d) lateral UFM mode.

When the sample is laterally vibrated at frequencies lower than the cantilever 
resonance, torsional vibration of the cantilever is excited by the surface friction force as 
illustrated in Fig. 3(c), (lateral force modulation). 
If addit ional vertical ultrasonic vibration of the sample is excited, the torsion torque of 
the cantilever is changed during the t ip is t ilted. This torque is sensit ive not only to the 
surface frict ion, but also to the subsurface shear rigidity, because it is generated during 
the t ip is indented into the sample. Therefore, subsurface features such as a 
delamination or an edge dislocation that modify the shear rigidity would be imaged by  
measuring the torsional vibration [Fig. 3(d)]. Back to menu
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Acoustic Microscopy in Surface/ Subsurface ImagingAcoustic Microscopy in Surface/ Subsurface Imaging
● acoustic lens: interface between a 
solid material and a liquid one; the 
solid material is a rod cut along a 
specific crystallographic axis; in the 
center of one face of the rode, a 
concave spherical surface is ground for 
obtaining focusing of acoustic waves;
● transducer in emitter mode: short (30 
ms time window) RF pulse - - >  plane 
acoustic wave propagation in the rod, 
then focusing on the axis of the lens by 
refraction at the spherical interface;
● the object to be imaged is placed at 
the focus of the lens;
● partial reflection at the object- liquid 
interface - - >  echoes are recovered by 
the same transducer in receiver- mode;
● the object is mechanically scanned, 
point- by- point - - >  image =  2D map 
of reflectivity pattern.

● spherical aberration as the only source 
of aberration: very low due to high levels 
relative refractive index;
● resolution R: diffraction- limited, R ≈ 0.5 
∗ λ

liquid 
at high frequencies (0.4 µm at 

2.0 GHz; 0.025 µm at 8 GHz with liquid 
He at 0.1 °K)

● subsurface imaging due to 
penetration depth of Surface Acoustic 
Waves (SAWs) generated along the 
interface between liquid and object;
● penetration ability: trade- off 
between resolution and penetration 
at high frequencies (Kelvin- Voigt 
model of attenuation, ∝ 2)Back to the general descript ion of SAM

Reflection- mode SAM in details



    

Acoustic Microscopy in NonDestruct ive Evaluat ion and Acoustic Microscopy in NonDestruct ive Evaluat ion and 

Characterization of Materials: the V(z) Analysis. #1Characterizat ion of Materials: the V(z) Analysis. #1

V(z) Analysis: fixed position for the lens- object in the scanning X- Y 
plane, moving the object out of the focal point, along the Z axis. The 
recovered signal V(z) contains information about the specimen.

Z is called “defocus distance”

primary (specular) 
reflection, defocus =  0

interference patterns: 
oscillations with period(s) z 
<-->       “acoustic material 

signature”



    

Result: indirect measurement of 
surface reflectance function R(θ) 
(inverse problem)

Acoustic Microscopy in NonDestruct ive Evaluat ion and Acoustic Microscopy in NonDestruct ive Evaluat ion and 

Characterizat ion of Materials: the V(z) Analysis, #2Characterization of Materials: the V(z) Analysis, #2

generation of leaky Rayleigh waves: 
special kind of SAWs

incident beam at critical 
angle of pure transmission: 

R
 = arcsin(v

liquid
 / v

R
), from 

Snell's law

models of interference 
phenomena

Ray optical model:
double- ray interference 

model

Fourier angular 
spectrum analysis

Result: indirect measurement of 
leaky Rayleigh waves velocity

vR=
v liquid

[1−1−v liquid /2z]1 /2 V z =∫0

m
P2u1

2R ⋅e−2ik liquid zcossin cosd

●  attenuation of SAWs (< - -  grain size, porosity, density of 
micro- cracks, etc. near the surface)

●  elastic constants
●  mechanical impedances

Back to NonDestruct ive Evaluat ion and Characterizat ion of materials by SAM
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